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Visited by the Minister of Tourism
Louise Asher, Deputy Premier of Victoria and
Minister for Tourism and Major Events and
Minister of Innovation, Services and Small
Business, was delighted to find Five STAR
accommodation in rural Victoria.

Freeman on Ford’s Pool as a Back
Drop
For their special occasion the debutantes and
their partners chose the shimmering pool of
Freeman on Ford to provide the stunning back
drop for their photographs.

Heidi and Jim with the Hon. Louise Asher,
Victorian Minister for Tourism.

Picture perfect against the reflective
waters of the pool at Freeman on Ford.

New Logo and New Web site for Freeman on Ford
Our new logo and branding have taken a long time to develop. The new website is certainly innovative
as it is the first website, on the Beechworth site, which incorporates film and music. Please visit our
website to listen to the old world classical music and view the delightful photography. Be intoxicated by
the spinning chandelier and its crystal imagery. Much thought and effort went into designing both the
logo and website. Even the wallpaper behind the logo is approximately 100 years old.
The logo of a chandelier, was carefully chosen to represent both the old Victorian rooms and the new
development. It represents quality and beauty - both synonymous with Freeman on Ford. Freeman on
Ford has been open for ten years now. We look forward to past guests experiencing the new pool,
rooms, undercover parking, new second lounge room and extended dining room. The second lounge and
the Chambers can now be booked for small gatherings such as meetings and weddings.
For more updated information please use our hyperlink - CTRL + click on www.freemanonford.com.au

Trip Advisor Award 2012

Roy Billings, Martin Sach and Kevin Harrington
stayed with us recently for “Cliffy, the ABC’s
new film about the iconic potato grower and
marathon runner.
Magda Szubanski, well known comedian,
television presenter and radio host stayed with
us during the year.

Trip Advisor is proud to congratulate Freeman
on Ford B&B on earning the prestigious 2012
Certificate of Excellence award.
Check out the many superlative reviews on
www.freemanonfordtripadvisor.com.au.
If you haven’t left a review of Freeman on Ford
on Trip Advisor, please do so as it makes it
easier to find us on a Google search.

Above: Heidi and Jim with Kevin Harrington who plays
Cliffy in the film.
Below: Heidi and Roy Billings of “Cliffy”.

Some Guests Who Stayed this Year
We were delighted to host retired General Peter
Cosgrove, who has had a distinguished, military
career.

Heidi and Jim with General Peter Cosgrove.

Heidi and Magda Szubanski.

A Gift for Someone Special
Have you considered rewarding a special
person/family/employee/employer?
Gift vouchers are an ideal gift to give to those
loved ones who need to be rewarded and who
may not necessarily reward themselves!
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